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Read the latest issue online
A manifesto for general practice nursing in 2024
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Pay rise above 2% for GPNs risks ‘further pressure’ on NHS budget


	


Measles cases in London now in line with West Midlands


	


RCN reveals pay scale recommendations for NHS nurses

































News







 Survey uncovers sexual harassment faced by NHS nurses




 Most GP practices excluded from Scotland’s new safe staffing law






  Petition to stop GP practice closures gains over 54k signatures in one day




 New role to support district and wound care nurses’ wellbeing in Swansea
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 Viatris Quick Guide 
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See how our symptom tool can help you make better sense of patient presentations 
Click here to search a symptom
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See how our symptom tool can help you make better sense of patient presentations Click here to search a symptom
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Sign up for news alerts

Subscribe to Nursing in Practice newsletters to ensure you receive the news as it happens in your inbox.

Register now 
Join the discussion and be a part of Nursing in Practice



















Sharpen your skills and further your career with Nursing in Practice

	 Nursing in Practice 365
	 Nursing in Practice Reference


Other links

	 Contact Us
	 Terms and conditions
	 Privacy Policy
	 Yellow Card reporting

 





Get the Nursing in Practice free app
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Get our free diagnosis symptom tool
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	 Hospital Healthcare Europe
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